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ABSTRACT: Most of the applications and websites or web pages are used to get information 

based on user queries. In those applications, no video and images can be uploaded this is 

considered as a major drawback. There are many ways a person can satisfy an information need, 

including visiting a library, searching digital resources, or calling someone on the phone. 

Increasingly the Internet has become a key information source, and people find information 

online by browsing web pages, using IM or email to contact someone directly posting a question 

to a Q&A site, This site is much more useful for each and every user in all possible ways such as 

relevant answers, security, user-friendly, time-efficient, etc. Only after signing in the site we can 

answer or ask a question in this site. We provide a voting system for rating the queries and 

encourage the person who answers the query. We can block a person’s query or an answer which 

is irrelevant or abusive and make him unauthorized. If a person’s query is more sensitive about 

topics like politics, Caste, then onion routing technique is used which overlaps a random IP 

address in replacement of original IP address thus our original IP will not be seen. 

INDEX TERMS: Data mining, IM, email, onion routing, web page. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

The proposed system deals with the construction of website which is useful in seeking 

information related to any topics which can be both generalized and sensitive. Question and 

Answer (Q&A) systems play a major role in our day to day life for information and knowledge 

sharing. Users post queries and pick queries to answer within the system. Because of the rapidly 

increasing user population and the number of queries, it is unlikely for a user to stumble upon a 

question by chance that he can answer. Also, altruism doesn't encourage all users to provide the 

solution, to not mention prime quality answers with a little answer wait time. The main objective 

of this paper is to enhance the performance of Q&A systems by actively forwarding queries to 

users who are capable and willing to answer the questions. To the present end, we've got 

designed and implemented this site, an online social network-based Q&A system. 

The Question answering based applications are more useful in current generation because, 
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current generation are not more interested in searching information in library so they put queries 

in applications and get the needed answers the main aim to use these kind of application is to 

reduce the time of searching and they want to get quick replies on the queries. 

So, our proposed system deals with the current generation means of searching problem. the 

online and offline question answering system provides quick reply, avoids searching problem, 

encourages to ask queries and makes them feel friendly to provide their own knowledge about 

the given query. 

2. RELEVANT STUDIES 

Our proposed system is based only on questioning and answering purposes, in the 

formats of texts, images, and videos. We provide security for users who are involved in the site 

through the sign-in process, if any user uses this site abusively through their answers or questions 

then we can block the user and deny his authorization in the site. 

Among the relevant studies, the reputation of question and answering is minimized and solving 

many mathematical questions, a high level of answering the queries and this method is proposed 

by James W. Pennebaker [1]. 

 collective intelligence on the online social network in yahoo provides a question and answering 

application with limited criteria and get peoples to an opinion on the queries it was explained by 

Ze Li [2]. 

Morris explains only peoples use the web with keywords so, sometimes their needs are not 

available online to overcome this he explains how to search the web with correct format and also 

it provides pros and cons of the information [3]. 

Yahoo provides a new type of community portal for questioning and answering the system for 

understanding and interaction between the users. So, yahoo gets the information of user 

interaction from the various community and their opinion of the queries it was published by 

Georgia koutrika[4]. 

The Yahoo Answers provides not only queries and answers it also gives an opinion based on the 

user queries and gathers expert advice related to the topics. It was proposed by Lada [5] 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed system is based on data mining which is used to categorize the data and 

create new information from pre-existing data information. The term "data mining" is a 

misnomer, because the destination is the distillation of patterns and knowledge from huge 

amounts of data. Data mining refers to extracting knowledge from a huge amount of data. Data 

mining is sometimes called knowledge discovery or data discovery. It is the process of analysing 

data from various perspectives and databases. The essential purpose of this paper is to boost the 

execution of Q&A frameworks by currently sending inquiries to clients who are able and ready 

to respond to the inquiries. To the present end, we've got composed and actualized Social Q&A, 

and on the online informal local people primarily based Q&A technique. 

 Social Q&A uses the informal local community properties of ordinary intrigue and 

frequent belief companion relationship to acknowledge an asker through kinship who are 

properly on the thanks to the response to the inquiry and improve the client security. We 

likewise, increase Social Q&A with security and productivity upgrades by guaranteeing user 

safety and recovering answers naturally for repetitive queries. Social Q&A directly utilizes the 

social network property of mutual friendship with trust to motivate users to supply answers and 

enhance user security. This Social Q&A system also improves the standard of answers and 

reduce answer wait time. In the proposed system, this may cooperate with other techniques into 

Social Q&A to seek out the redundant question with an outsized scale user set. In addition, the 

privacy of the Q&A system is incredibly important nowadays. Many users may ask, or answer 

questions related to sensitive topics such as unhealthiest, political activism or maybe sexual 

orientation. Although the user might want the response as soon as possible, he/she still need 

privacy protection to avoid potential disclosure of private information. Social Q&A is 

constructed upon social networks.  

The asker and answerer are social near one another. Therefore, protecting privacy is 

important and challenge. to fulfil this need, we propose Social Q&A, an internet social network-

based Q&A system, that actively forwards inquiries to those users with the best likelihood 

(capability and willingness) of answering them expertly and interest within the questions’ 

subjects. The contributions of this work are as follows: _ the planning of Social Q&A. Social 

Q&A consists of three components: User Interest Analyzer, Question Categorizer, and Question-

User Mapper. User Interest Analyzer associates each user with a vector of interest 
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categories. Question Categorizer associates a vector of interest categories to every 

question. Then, supported user interest and social closeness, Question-User Mapper identifies 

potential answerers for every question. _ the planning of security and efficiency enhancement 

methods.  

3.1. The Design of SocialQ&A 
 

SocialQ&A incorporates three methods to reinforce its security and efficiency 

performance. The bloom filter based method protects users’ privacy including friendship. The 

onion routing-based answer forwarding method protects the identities of the asker through 

duplicate the original identity and then the answerer from being exposed. the solution retrieval 

for recurrent questions automatically finds the answers for recurrent questions. Question-User 

Mapper identifies potential answerers for every question, the planning of security and efficiency 

enhancement methods. Social Q&A incorporates three methods to reinforce its security and 

efficiency performance. The bloom filter based personal information exchange method protects 

users’ privacy including friendship and interest information. The onion routing-based answer 

forwarding method protects the identities of the asker and therefore the answerer from being 

exposed, the solution retrieval for recurrent questions automatically finds the answers for 

recurrent questions.  

 

3.2Platform for user 

  This platform is more user-friendly which connects both mentor and mentee in a highly 

secured way. Mentor can respond to all the queries of mentee through this platform in all 

possible ways like text, images, videos, etc. We have prototyped the Social Q&A system with 

user interfaces and proceeded a real-world test with real users from India, the United Kingdom, 

and therefore the United States for a period of one month. The analysis of the information from 

real Social Q&A. we’ve got analyzed the features of the questions posted, the questioning and 

answering activities of users, the standard of answers, and therefore the wait time for answers.  

3.3 Collect queries from user 

The initial stage of this site is to collect queries from the mentee. One user can able to ask 

any number of queries, these queries will be arranged under the respective topics which will be 
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more helpful to both mentor and mentee for searching. 

3.4 Performance of Security and Efficiency Enhancement 

Onion based routing is used in this site which creates a duplicate IP for every user. This 

duplicate IP will overlap the original IP, which cannot be recognized by others. Since each user 

have unique ID’s they can ask any queries in this platform without any panic about their security. 

In an onion routing messages are encapsulated in layers of encryption, analogous to layers of 

an onion. The sender remains anonymous because each intermediary knows only the location of 

the immediately preceding and following nodes. The encrypted data is transmitted through a 

series of network nodes called onion routers each of which peels away a single layer, uncovering 

the data’s next destination. when the final layer is decrypted, the message arrives at it’s 

destination. 

3.5 Implementation of Voting System 

We provide voting system for rating both the queries and answers, which encourage the 

person who answers the query and helps to find out the expert solutions for some queries. 

3.6 Performance of Feedback mechanism 

Any user can able to send feedback about implementations they seek from us, complaints 

about the abusive action of their co-user. We can block a person’s query or an answer which is 

irrelevant or abusive and make him unauthorised. 

4. ARCHITECHTURE DIAGRAM 
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                              Figure 4.1Architecture Diagram 

The user provides the query which is sent to the processor and the processors consults both the 

expert solutions and database to provide appropriate answers by comparing and the users can 

aslo provide feedback about the queries and the answers which is sought of rating. 

5.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Comparative trace-driven experiments. We conducted comprehensive large-scale 

simulation to judge Social Q&A as compared with other methods. Our results suggest that Social 

Q&A improves the standard of answers and reduces the wait time for answers. The development 

of a real-world Social Q&A. Analytical results show the benefits of Social Q&A in enhancing 

answer quality and wait time. Please note that’s it difficult for us (as a tiny low school lab) to 

implement a real-world Social Q&A system that may attract thousands of users to conduct the 

performance evaluation. 

6.CONCLUSION 

The proposed system deals with a question answering site which provides appropriate 

security and relevant answers for the provided queries through the expert solution.  It also 

provides rating facilities, it also has the features to ask queries using images and videos, 

feedback can be given based on the queries and answers provided by the persons who are willing 

and signed in the site. The site admin blocks the user, who is providing the irrelevant answer for 

the queries and messaging the unwanted topics. The proposed site is the most advanced app in 

question/answering system. The site has many new features compared to other 

question/answering systems. The onion routing system plays a major role in the application. 

Because it replaces the IP of a user with another IP for the purpose of not showing the original IP 

of a user who discusses the sensitive topics. 
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